Transform air conditioning
load into a clean, flexible and
responsive grid resource

Air conditioning is responsible for up to 50% of peak electricity demand, stressing
the grid and requiring expensive and inefficient peak electricity generation.
The Ice Bear, Ice Energy’s award-winning ice battery, freezes water during offpeak hours. During peak hours, the stored ice provides cooling to residential
and commercial buildings, reducing peak cooling load by 95%. By shifting
electricity demand from peak to off-peak hours, Ice Bears eliminate the need
for expensive and fuel-intensive peak electricity, defer transmission and
distribution investments, and improve system-wide efficiency and reliability.
Cost-effective storage solution

Flexible purchase options

The Ice Bear is one of the lowest-cost grid-scale
energy storage solutions.

Ice Energy offers direct asset purchases or power
purchase agreements.

Fully dispatchable energy

Economic development

Each Ice Bear is equipped with a smart-grid
controller and wireless communication technology,
providing real-time visibility and full control to
the grid operator.

40% of all utility investments are reinjected into
the local economy.

Increased utility customer satisfaction

Ice Bears are aggregated to optimize peak-power
transmission and distribution infrastructure.

Fewer service interruptions, lower electric bills and
increased comfort improve customer satisfaction.
Ice Bears also address customers’ concerns about
time-of-use rates and net metering regulations.

Renewable energy integration

Clean ice batteries

Ice Bears store renewable energy over-generation
to smooth out the utility’s demand curve.

Ice Bears lower CO2 emissions without producing
any hazardous waste.

Avoided costs
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Ice Energy’s Solar + Ice Solution

Ice Energy is successfully bundling its award-winning Ice Bears
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solar + storage solution to utilities.
The Solar + Ice advantage
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Watch what happens to a building
load profile with Ice Energy’s
Solar + Ice Solution
SOLAR AND THERMAL ENERGY STORAGE INTEGRATION
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many advantages
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Proven reliability
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with millions of operating hours.
System longevity and durability
Both solutions are designed to last for at least
20 years, with minimum maintenance or downtime.
Sustainability
Both products are fully recyclable and neither
produces hazardous waste.
Economic development
Solar systems and Ice Bears use local engineering
and labor, leveraging utility investments to boost
the local economy.
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Cost-effectiveness
Both solutions are proven and low-cost.
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